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1. I~vTR~DuCT~ON 
This paper is concerned with the determination of error bounds for 
bicubic and biquintic spline interpolation over rectangular polygons. We 
show that for smooth functions, the rate of convergence of the bicubic and 
biquintic spline interpolants constructed in [‘12] on simple rectangular 
polygons (explicitly: L-shaped and U-shaped regions) is of fourth order in 
the bicubic case and of sixth order in the biquintic case, independently of 
mesh ratios. This agrees with the results of Carlson and Hall [7] concerning 
bicubic spline interpolation on a rectangle. For functions f~ c’, they prove 
the fourth-order convergence of bicubic spiine interpolants over rectangles, 
independently of mesh ratios. In addition, they obtain explicit bounds OTZ 
the constants involved. If one does not insist on such explicit bounds, one 
can easily obtain analogous results in the biquintic case using tensor products 
and the results of de Boor [3, 41. 
The results of Carlson and Wall [7] in turn extend the univariate resuh 
that forf~ C”“P$z, h], p == 2, 3, one obtains the error bound of best possible 
order 
[!(j- - &y)(j) 11% < fY+-’ IIf’““’ !L > 0 <j <p, (I.!) 
where lTlyis the spline interpolant of degree 2p - I toj’satisfykg 
(r,y)(xj) = f&j), i = o,..., 34, (m..2) 
(IrPf)‘j’ (Xi) == f”‘(xJ, i =: 0, M-; j = I,...$ - 1, (zj 
where 5 = maxi 1 X~+~ - xi 1, and K is a constant which is independent off 
and 7~. For p = 2, this was proved in 121, [4], [9], and for 9 = 3 in [4]. 
In this paper, we let W be a rectangular polygon and R = [a, b] x [c, 4 
be the smallest rectangle containing 9?‘, Let ‘in = r1 x 7~~ be a rectangular 
mesh defined on R containing all corners of 9 and R as mesh points. We 
also set x0 = a, x,, = b, y, q = c, y, = d. Let s”P(@, r> denote the subspace 
of piecewise polynomials, or splines, on rr (or more precisely the restriction 
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of rr to B) which are of degree 2p - 1 in each variable and which belong 
to C(2p-‘*2”-2)(Z), the class of functions f defined on 93 withf(“,j) continuous 
on B’, 0 < i, j < 2p - 2. In [12] a linear interpolation projector f:,, onto 
S2p(B!, ZT) was constructed having the property that the spline interpolant 
determined by this projector can be characterized by variational properties. 
This generalizes the well-known result concerning spline interpolation in one 
variable [l], and its extension by tensor products to rectangles [ll, 121. 
Except along edges and corners of 99 which do not coincide with the 
rectangle Ii, the interpolation conditions which define the interpolant of [12] 
are identical to the conditions defining the spline interpolant of the same 
degree on R obtained from univariate spline interpolation by taking tensor 
products. Along these edges and corners, simple interpolation to normal 
and cross-derivatives must be replaced by certain linear combinations of 
interpolation to values and derivatives in order to obtain an interpolant 
in S2P(9!, n) which can be characterized by variational properties. A precise 
description of these interpolation conditions is given in Section 2. Also in 
Section 2, we extend to general rectangular polygons a result for L-shaped 
regions based on the variational property obtained in [ll, Theorem 51. We 
do this not only for its own interest but because most of the estimates used to 
prove this result will be needed to prove our main results in Sections 3 and 4. 
2. CONVERGENCE RESULTS BASED ON THE 




where the -Fi and yj are chosen so that (& , vi), 1 < i, j < p, are contained 
in 9%‘. The completion of P-P)(R) with respect o the inner product (2.1) is 
the Hilbert space RgP with the properties 
f- E C[R] 3 i <p, j <p, 
f(p-l,O)(x, Jr) is abs. cont., f(p,O)(x, yj) E L2[a, b], j = l,..., p, 
f(“+l)(,Ti , p’) is abs. cont., f(“,“)(Zi , y) E L2[c, d], i = I,..., p, 
f(p-l,p-l) is abs. cont., f(p,p) E L2[R]. 
SPLINE INTERPOLATION OVET: POLYGONS Ii.5 
Let E be the linear map on C’P,Pf(9) given by 
Ef = i 
f on 92 
i-f on Rl.9, 
where 6’ is a linear map satisfying 
on i%? R a(R\$?), where a/&z denotes the normai derivative. Thus 
E[Ccp~n’(.%‘)] C R,P.P. On C(fl,*)(9?) we define the inner product 
The completion of C’“,“‘(9) with respect to the inner product (2.4) is the 
Hilbert space 9P.p. The linear operator E then can of course be extended by 
continuityy to an operator defined on ~F*,P. 
DEFI~TION. We say that E defines a mi:litnrci e>:t@kootl f .9P,P 20 RF” 
if its left inverse F defined by 
Ff =Flg 
is norm reducing. 
We now define the spline interpolant I$& The functionals, or inter- 
polation conditions, which determine the projector I:a are defined in terms 
of the minimal extension E and the fimctionals which determine the projector 
%? = IfI @ Izz with range ,!?(R, IT). Here 1;;: is the projector defined by 
(I .2)-(1.3). Let the functionals 13:) be defined by 
pg = g’QL), 01 j <P: 
with 6, = 8*) 
The funct:onals which determine the spline interpolant &?,f are 
where 
Let nz == dim ,!?(g, n) and assume that the mesh r is suitably refined so 
that dim SQ@, Z-) < dim S”“(R, z-). See [6, Section 31 for a discussion of 
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this restriction. The spline interpolant I:& to f E 9?p*p satisfies the inter- 
polation conditions 
Pil~&f = f-4 i= 1 )...) 111, (2.5) 
where (pi): is any set of HZ linearly independent functionals from the set 
{hE j h E A>. The set (pi)y can always be chosen to include interpolation to 
values at each mesh point of YT which is contained in 2 plus certain linear 
combinations of these functionals and certain functionals associated with 
interpolation to derivatives on the boundary of 9. For the case of the 
L-shaped region these interpolation conditions are explicitly given in [12, 
Theorem 21. For the U-shaped region they are explicitly given in Section 4. 
It is shown in 112, Section 61 that the linear projection l:;q,foffE .%!p,p onto 
s”“(9?, 7~) satisfying (2.5) uniquely minimizes [u, v]* = [ED, En] among all 
~1 E9P*p satisfying 
/A$ = pif, i = i,..,, 171. 
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this section. Let 
ii, = maxi 1 xjll - xi 1, ii, = max, j Y~+~ -J’? ! and 7j = max(ii, ) ;iy}. In 
addition let 
II g Ilc0.w = SUP{/ a4 2411: (t, 4 E 9). 
THEOREM 1. Let f E 92~3~ and I’ = f - IzsBf. Then there exists a constant 
K independent off and rr such that 
11 rM 11 co,w < K,ri.P-‘lp’-k[Ef, Ef ]lp> k = max(i, j), O<i, j<p-I. 
(2.6) 
Remark. The theorem will be proved by showing that for each (x, ~7) E9, 
[(l - Q(&)r]‘i*” can be bounded, using a modification of the Sard kernel 
theorem, independently of x and JJ in terms of ii~-(~p)-~, where Q(Z,Y) is a 
projector defined on R with Q(X,yj~ = 0. All of the bounds established in 
the proof except for the final inequalities will be needed to establish our 
results in Sections 3 and 4 concerning spline interpolation on L-shaped and 
U-shaped regions. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let PI be the linear projector of Lagrange inter- 




SPLINE INTERPOLATION OVER PBEYCOWS i1y 
Likewise, let Pz be the linear projector onto 3,-, defined by 
where 
ij(]Z) = fi (4’ - yi),/(J;j - *jJ: 1 <,-j < ,p. (2. i0) 
i=l 
i+j 
Let (x, y) be an arbitrary point in 5%. Then by the Peano kernel theorem, 
There exists (x, , y,J ET such that (x, y) E TX, x,+,-J x [lYU Y .‘v~,+,-~] C R. 
Let 
where Q, is the projector defined by 
P-l 




C<(.Y) = n (-X - X”+j)/(Xy+i - -yv+j), i = cl,..., p - l/ 
j=O 
j+i 
and Qe is the projector defined by 
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where 
Q-l 
rj(Y) = jJ (Y - Yu+i)l(Y~+j - Yf~+i)9 j = o,...,p - 1. 
i-0 
i#j 
Then using Lemma 2 of [I l] which is a minor modification of the Sard 
kernel theorem [13, p. 2001, Gj)(x, y) can be expressed as 
where 
+ gca 8+j/i3xi iYyj(Kk-l,g(x, y, zi))(Er)(O*~) (Zle , u) du 
+ .iub jcd 8+j/axi 3y’(K,,,(x, y, t, ai))(t, u) dt du, 
o<i, j<p-1, (2.12) 
&w2&? Y, t> = (1 - Qh2,d (Rk 0 L(Y)>, n=l ,..., P, (2.13) 
K+dx, I?, 4 = (1 - Qhm,, (L(x) &Y, UN, k = l,..., p, (2.14) 
and 
L&, J’, t, u> = (1 - Q)(w) UC 0 &Y, 4). (2.15) 
We now state as lemma results proved in [ll] which serve to bound the 
kernels K,,, and their first p - 1 derivatives in each variable. 
LEMMA 1. There exist constants M, independent of (x, y) E W such that 
for 0 < i, j <p - 1, (t, u) E R 
(i) 1 ai+i/w ijJ>j K p,n-l(X, y, t)] < fvfl;ip--l-~, 72 = l)...) p, 
(ii) 1 ai+j/Jxi ayj Kk.--l,P(x, J'  u)I < M,TP-~-~, k = l,..., p, 
(iii) 1 P+‘/axi ay’ K&x, ~7, t, u)I < M3iip--l--l, I = max{i, j}. 
In addition,forjixed (x, y) E W, KD,lz-l(x, y, t) is nonzero only on the interval 
x, d f G x,+g-1 , 1 < n -<, p; KP--l,p(x, y, u) is nonzero only on the interval 
Yu d 21 G Y&-9-1 2 1 < k < p; and K&x, y, t, u) is nonzero onZy for values 
k 14 E IX” 9 xv+,-11 x [Y, > JLtp-11. 
By Lemma 1 of [l 11, Izwfis the orthogonal projection off onto s”P(9, CJT) 
with respect to the norm obtained from the inner product (2.4). Thus 
[Er, Er] < [E I$]. This, along with the Schwartz inequality and Lemma 1 
above applied to (2.12) gives (2.6) and proves the theorem. 
SPLIKE INTERPOLATJON OVER POLYGONS ;19 
3. CONVERGENCE 0F SPLINE INTERPoLATroN 03’ER L-SSAPED EGIONS 
Let 9 be the L-shaped region with reentrant corner (2: ,!3) and other 
corners at (a, c), (6, c), (b, p>: (a, dj, iu, d). 
Let E be defined by 
WTf > aff -&T-=-7 Q<i<p-1, 
on 222’ n? 2(R’#) and (rf)(P,“) = 0, it is ciear that (3.1) defines a minimal 
extension for 2Yp. 
Thus 
where the li are chosen from the interval [a, CX] and the jjj are chosen from 
IG PI. 
The main result of the previous section was obtained by applying the 
Schwartz inequality to the right hand side of (2.12). In this section we apply 
appropriate HBlder inequalities to each term on the right hand side of 2.12) 
individually. Thus by Lemma 1 
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and 
b IIS Ja’ iP+j/W ~~~v~(K,,~(x, y, t, u))(Er)(pJ) (t, u) dt du 1; a e m, 8 
1 = max{i,j}. (3.5) 
THEOREM 2. Let f (m E C(p)(Z), p = 2, 3. Then there exist constants Ku 
independent of Z- and f suclz that 
+ K,ii”p-z max // P(f(p,*)(x, JI))~\~ z , Is1=u 9 
1 = max{i,j}, 0 < i, j <p - 1, (3.6) 
where r = f - IT,,f. 
Proof. The proof consists of bounding the quantities !) r(p,O)(t, j,&, , 
ii r(O.p)(?c,. , u& , and j( r(p,“) IIL~(p) in terms of ii. First, on the line y = jYn, 
Iz9f is identical to IzIlf(x, 4;& the univariate spline interpolant to f(x, 73 
with respect to mr . The results of de Boor [4] imply that for p = 2, 3, 
g E C(“p)[a b] 2 3 
ll(g - C$P’) I/m < KFb* II ‘2”“) IL , (3.7) 
where K, is independent of g and rrl . The first two terms of the right side 
of (3.6) follow immediately from the application of (3.7) to (3.3) and (3.4) 
along with summation over IZ and k. 
LEMMA 2. Let si = If,zJ For all s E Sap(A?, Z-) 
// r(P.P) II l,d(=y) d Ilf (p*p) - ,Gp) II&p) 
with equality if and only ifs = s, + q where q(p,p) = 0 on 9. 
Proof. Let v E SQ(9: m) and let 
(3.8) 
where the I,(x) and [j(y) are defined by (2.8) and (2.10). Thus, 6 agrees with S, 
along the lines )’ == Ji and x = ?Zi . Also E(p,p) = v(P,p). Therefore 
IIf - v(“*P) IILqz) - 11 r(P,P’ jlL+&?) = (f - a, f - a>* - (I’, r)* , 
SPLINE INTERPOLATION OVER POLYGONS 1'7 1 L .L 
which is nonnegative with equality if and only if 5 = sf , since by Lemma B 
of [J2] and the discussion in Section 4 of [12], sf is the orthogonal pro~jecticn 
off onto SB~(LP, 71) with respect to the norm II g lie = ig, g)* ~ Q.E.9, 
Lemma 2 implies that 
(p&f) (Y*S) = L;‘pf (J2-9) ) 
where Li,, is the linear projector on Ly(9”) which associates with each 
g E L2(P) its best approximation E:YI g in $‘(A?, r) with respecr to the norm 
jl g !IL~!zj . Rather than attempt to bound 
directly in terms of 9, we instead shall fkd it easier to bound 
where s” is the quasi-interpolant of degree p - 1 to j(fl-2) as defined in [S]. 
The results of [5] imply that 
iI f (P-72) - .f Iln,y < E;,‘i= Ei”=“, I!D”;p”‘(x, y))!:l,~ , (3.1:) 
where I&’ is some constant independent of 5 and f’(J,n)~ The last bound in 
(3.6) now immediately follows with K3 = (p - 1) M3K,‘(mesi27)j~~2, Q.E.D. 
4. CONVERGENCE 0F SPLINE INTERPOLATION OVER U-Smpm 
The proof of Theorem 2 was facilitated by the fact that /i(Ef)(“,D) !~L~(R,~~~ 
was zero. We next consider a U-shaped region? the simplest rectangular 
polygon where this simplification does not occur. 




a =1 "2 b 
FIGURE 1 
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where H e,,,8,Pg is the Hermite interpolating polynomial of degree 2p - 1 
interpolating g E C@-l)[a, , +J at 01~ and 01~ . 
By Theorem 3 of [8], Hfminimizes 
a2 dss [v(PJyx, y)]” dx&Ja1 83 
among all functions v E Rg-’ satisfying 
on 8% n i?(R\%‘). Thus the left inverse F of the extension E given by (4.1) 
is norm reducing and thus E is a minimal extension for @. 
With the Xi chosen from [a, LXJ u [ol, , b] and the 7, chosen from [c, ,!I]; 
we have 
(pJ’)(x, y)]” dx dy + j-T I’ [(Hu)‘-‘)(x, y)]” dx dj 








SPLINE INTERPOLATION OVER POLYGONS ' 5 '1 i&J 
Here the hi,, are the cardinal functions for Hermite interpolation, i.e., 
P-1 D-1 
H ,,.,,,,g(x) = c h&x) gyaL) + c h,,,(x) g’“‘(l& g E c+ya, s sj. 
(=O i=O 
The interpolation conditions which determine I:,,,S, are given by (2.5). 
For %?? the (,TL~~ can be chosen to include the set of fisncticnals 
where Q = EF and Ff = f 1% .
The set dHO includes the functionals associated with (i) interpolation to 
values at each mesh point of 4T; (ii) interpoiation to the first p - i normal 
derivatives at each boundary mesh point of @ which is also on the boundary 
of R; (iii) interpolation to cross-derivatives at the corners of R. 
Because of our assumption that dim S”“(@%, T) < Pz’!R. 7r)- ther: musl 
exist mesh points 2I )...) K,,_z such that 
a1 < f, < **= < z2D-s < Mz ~ 
The remaining interpolation conditions can be chaser to be the set of 
functionals 
where 
Remark. Theorem 3 can be proved in much the same way as Theorem 2 
except that for U-shaped regions ll(Er) (m) //Le(R) does not simply reduce to 
II r (p*p) /jLq*j . To take care of this complication we have had to assume 
more smoothness in f. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. In the same way as for the L-shaped region, we 
bound the terms on the right side of (2.12) individually. For each of the 
terms in the two sums we again obtain the inequalities (3.3) and (3.4). The 
quantities j/ r(p-O)(t, J?Jlm , n = I,..., y, and 11 Y(O,~)(S~ , zt)\lm , k = 1, .. . . p, can 
be bounded in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2. In place of (3.5) 
we obtain for the U-shaped region 
It remains to obtain a suitable bound for (((Er)(p,D) I/L?(R) . 
The arguments used to prove Lemma 2 give the following: 
LEMMA 3. Let sf == I:,,J For all s E S2”p2, 7~) 
W(f - Sf)PP) lILqR) < II(qf- S))(p*p’ llLqR) (4.6) 
with equality if and onIy ifs = sf + 7 where (Eq)(n,P) = 0 on R. 
Thus we can bound \l(Er)(*vP) /1L2(R) by obtaining an appropriate bound on 
I!f(psp) - 3p,g’ llP(@ + li(ff(f- f))(p*p) //Lqrq a,]x[o $1) ,I . (4.7) 
where J = (FTl @ Fmp)f, where F+g is the univariate quasi-interpolant of 
degree 2p - 1 to g as defined in [5]. 
The results of [5] imply that for g E C(Q’[a, b], 
where the Ci are independent of g and for i < p the Ci are also independent 
of nl. The arguments used to establish this result actually establish that 
for each x E [a, b] 
1 g’qx) - (F r1 g)(i) ($1 < C.---i z”o II P) II -A 2 0 < i < 2p - 1, (4.9) 
where 1, is a uniformly small neighborhood of X. By an appropriate choice 
of certain parameters, namely the Tj , in the formula for the quasi-inter- 
polant, for all x E [a, b] the intervals & will be contained in [a, b]. 
For (x, y) E +Y 
I(f- fyi-j’ (x, y)I ,( I((1 - F;,Jj)‘“*j’ (X, y)] + I((1 - F,,)f)‘Q’ (x, y)j 
t- KU - &I) 0 (1 - EJ1.fYJ 6, YN, 
0 =G i, .i < P. 
SPLINE INTERPOLATION OVER POLYGONS 
From (4.9), one obtains 
and 
Again, by appropriate choice of the parameters: TV, in the formula for thze 
q.uasi-interpolant, one has that for all (x, y) E 3’: I, x r, 5 YJt’. Thus 
where K’ is some constant independent ofj’and %. 
In (4.7), one is required to bound (S- ~A)(P,Q)(x, v) on 2’ and (,f-- 2j(i,i’)j,; ~ .;.)? 
j := I, 2; 0 < i <p ~- 1, on [p, cl]. The application of (4.10) to (4.7) along 
with the previously established bounds on the single integral terms in (2.52) 
leads to the estimate (4.4) and proves the theorem. 
Remark. The techniques used to establish Theorems 2 and 3 can be used 
to prove similar results for other simple rectangular polygons, for example 
T- or K-shaped regions or regions similar to Fig, 4 of [IZ]. In fact these 
results can easily be extended to include any rectangular polygon such that 
the intersection with R\$’ of the lines x = Xi , i = l,..., p, y = ji 3.j = ; “=.. ~p 
in the norm for Rs-P . IS null, and for which one can show that (E’)(P*“! OP 
K:,.% is either zero or can be expressed in terms of derivatives of.Jron 2. 
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